
Assembling Your Souk / Bazaar, Walls and Towers  

Step 1: Construct walls and arches by inserting parts shown into notches after having inserted the lower wall part – 

the lower wall part for the arch piece has been engraved with a brick pattern. The walls do come with bases but this 

element is 
optional.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step2: Start to assemble towers by inserting 8 wall struts into octagonal floor piece (with rectangular hole). Then insert 

notches Octagon shown into middle notches.  

Step 3: Insert (lower left) Insert bottom piece into notches.  

Step 4: Insert 8 windowed pieces into 

the floor and ceiling ring. This will be 

easier if inserting into a side which is 

less yellowed/blanched as will be a tight 
fit. 

Step 5: Begin roof by inserting 8 

connectors as shown below into very 
small notches circular bit / aligner.  

 

 

 

Step 6: Work pieces 

into octagon shown 
below with your 

fingers, again into 

the non-blanched 

side. Then arrange 

triangular roof parts on 

construct – finish by 
inserting finniel into small 

round disk and then through  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Step 7 : Align all zig-Zag stair 

pieces onto stair ides and then 
insert into staircase backer piece 

(rectangle with notch holes) 

Step 8: Bazar Elements – Boxes, 
Carts, Spice trays and tables may be assembled by arranging parts shown. 

Bottom left (2 pics) shows the arrangement of 

market stall – inserting a grid before backing and 

sides.  

 

 

 

 

 

Bazaar elements cont – When building the cart you 
may choose to finish with deck frame or without.  

Build the market stall left out of lines pieces and ‘U 

piece’ before inserting the counter top piece. The 

café is brought together with 4 sides with slant 
effect before adding roof. Window shutters may also be added.  

The Ramadas 

are 

constructed 
from 2 front 

beams and 

then 

interlocking 

wooden c7 
ross beam to 

be carefully 

worked into notches with fingers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Step 9: Approach the gatehouse tower and wall in the same way as the Towers and Walls from before. Then insert small 
gate building walls as shown and work in their supports to allow placing of roof/floor sections.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally: Assemble platform connectors as shown. The 8 wall pieces 

when inserted into roof piece may be allows to dry slightly before 

inserting the bottom to aid alignment. This element completes the 
set.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Doors to Towers may be ‘blue tac’ to walls to different walls to allow for different set-up options.  


